Fundamental change needed in Northeast power
markets to avoid future 'energy cliff'
By Bill Mohl - 09/19/13 04:00 PM ET

Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu once wrote, “If you do not change direction, you may end
up where you are heading.”
The decision to shut down Entergy’s Vermont Yankee merchant nuclear plant has
generated a lot of attention – much of it correctly focused on the need for changes in the
design of the ISO New England and New York ISO power markets. Those changes
involve leveling the playing field, ensuring diversity of energy sources and recognizing
environmental impacts.
If we do not change direction, we may end up facing an energy cliff in the future that
would have significant economic and environmental consequences.
A confluence of three key factors led to the Vermont Yankee shutdown decision:
• A natural gas market that has undergone a game-changing shift in supply due to shale
gas, resulting in sustained low natural gas and wholesale energy prices;
• A high cost structure for this single unit plant whose only sin was being small –
making it more vulnerable to the financial impact of cumulative regulation in these
market conditions; and
• Wholesale market design flaws that have resulted in artificially low energy and
capacity prices in the region – and that prevent merchant nuclear plants from receiving
adequate compensation for their fuel diversity benefits.
Simply stated, we were not able to run this long-term asset in what has become a shortterm market.

A relevant question is whether the current markets are flawed and unfair or simply
unfavorable to some generation sources. A compelling case can be made for the former.
An electric market must meet the following long-term objectives:
1)
Ensure reliable service to customers,
2)
Be environmentally sustainable, and
3)
Be economically sustainable for both investors and customers.
Under the current market design, these long-term objectives are just not achievable in the
Northeast.
The Northeast has experienced several major changes in recent years that were never
contemplated in the original market design: the advent of shale gas and a substantial and
increased reliance on natural gas, the rapid addition of renewable energy resources, and
the addition of a significant amount of demand side management resources.
All of these resources belong in a diversified, long-term power supply portfolio. But just
like your 401(k) portfolio, balance is the key for long-term success. And balance is
something the Northeast markets are lacking.
Another thing lacking is a consistent valuation of the environmental benefits of the
respective energy resources. Renewables such as wind and solar contribute to carbon
reduction goals, but those goals simply cannot be met without nuclear generation as a
long-term resource in the region’s supply portfolio.
Shutting down Vermont Yankee, a virtually carbon-free source of electricity, will make it
harder and costlier to meet tighter greenhouse gas emission caps announced by the states
as part of their Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.
Finally, if an electricity market is going to be economically sustainable for investors and
consumers, it must be truly competitive. Northeast power markets have drifted away from
being competitive and have become “hybrid markets,” with some high-cost resources
entering the market tied to state-sanctioned, long-term contracts. This method looks like
traditional cost-based utility models and makes it nearly impossible for existing resources
to compete.
It would be one thing if those market prices reflected true market fundamentals. They
don’t. Prices are artificially lower than those of a true competitive market, which makes it
very difficult for the existing generators to sustain operations and receive a fair return on
the ongoing capital investments needed for reliability and fuel diversity. When existing
generation resources are forced to retire, consumers will be exposed to even higher prices
in the long run when additional out-of-market resources are built to maintain grid
reliability.
It’s too late for Vermont Yankee, but independent system operators should step back and
reassess the current market design. They should work with federal and state regulators as

well as other stakeholders to make changes that result in a balanced, diversified energy
resource mix.
A good place to continue this discussion is the Sept. 25 technical conference on
“Centralized Capacity Markets,” convened by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission.
Without decisive action to address energy market shortfalls, we will look back – in the
not too distant future – and long for the day when our Northeast energy supply was
reliable, diverse and environmentally and economically sustainable.
And – to paraphrase a Lao Tzu parable – we will know the sound of no hands clapping.
Mohl is president of Entergy Wholesale Commodities. Entergy owns the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Plant.
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James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant in Scriba, Oswego County, is a "challenged facility'' that faces potential
financial losses in the years to come, industry analysts say. (Courtest of Entergy Corp.)
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SCRIBA, N.Y. - As recently as four years ago, nuclear power companies were planning to spend billions of dollars to
build a new reactor in Oswego County, alongside three existing nuclear plants.
Then the bottom fell out. Natural gas-burning power plants that benefit from a glut of cheap gas produced by
hydrofracking cut wholesale electricity prices in half.
Now the outlook for nuclear power plants is so bleak that Wall Street analysts say one or more Upstate nuclear plants
could go out of business if conditions don't change.
Two Upstate nukes in particular - the James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant in Oswego County and the R.E. Ginna
Nuclear Power Plant in nearby Wayne County - are high on the watch list of plants that industry experts say are at
risk of closing for economic reasons.
Oswego County's other two reactors, Nine Mile Point Units 1 and 2, are in a stronger financial position, analysts say.
But the Upstate electric market remains one of the harshest in the country for nuclear plants, raising the stakes each
time a plant is faced with a prolonged outage or an expensive repair.
Nuclear critics and industry supporters finally agree on something: Nuclear power, the bedrock of Oswego County's
economy and the biggest source of electricity in Central New York, faces a financial crisis.
These are "very challenging times,'' said Bill Mohl, president of Entergy Wholesale Commodities, which owns
FitzPatrick and five other nuclear plants. "We're working very hard to work through this . . . and do everything we
can to maintain these units and try to see if we can improve the financial results.''
"We should expect more early (plant) retirements,'' nuclear critic Mark Cooper, senior fellow at the Institute for
Energy and the Environment at Vermont Law School, wrote in a July report. "Rising costs of an aging fleet and the
availability of lower cost alternatives are likely to persist over the next couple of decades.''
Across the country, four nukes have shut down this year -- the first plant retirements in 15 years -- and a fifth
announced it will close next year.
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Analysts at UBS Securities LLC project financial losses for FitzPatrick
nuclear plant in years to come.
Sue Santola | ssantola@syracuse.com

Three of those plants closed rather than make
expensive, do-or-die repairs. But the other two Kewaunee in Wisconsin and Vermont Yankee in
Vermont - were high-performing units that simply
could not make enough money to continue

operating, said Richard Myers, vice president for policy development at the Nuclear Energy Institute, an industry
trade group.
"There is absolutely nothing wrong with these plants,'' Myers said this week in a conference call with reporters.
"There is something seriously wrong, in our view, with the markets in which they are generating.''
UBS Securities LLC, a Wall Street firm that follows the nuclear industry, issued a report in January that identified
Upstate New York as the second most difficult market for nuclear plants, after the Midwest. UBS predicted FitzPatrick
and Ginna would begin to operate at a loss soon, if they haven't already, and said the plants will lose money at least
through 2016.
A "challenged facility"
Entergy Corp., which owns FitzPatrick, and Exelon Corp., which owns Ginna, both say they have "no current plans''
to close the plants. But high-ranking officials from both companies acknowledge that FitzPatrick and Ginna are at risk.
"Fitz is a challenged facility,'' Mohl, of Entergy, said in a telephone interview Wednesday. "It's a marginal unit. It's a
unit that we are watching very closely - marginal meaning that in some years it may make money, and in other
years it may not.''
FitzPatrick is Oswego County's fifth-largest private sector employer and one of its biggest taxpayers.
Entergy officials said FitzPatrick will lay off about 35 workers by the end of the year, 5 percent of the 650-person
payroll. Mohl said Entergy will strive to become more efficient but will not be able to cut its way to profitability. "It's
not the single answer to the issue,'' he said.
Mohl and other nuclear leaders are urging regulators to reform wholesale markets to put more emphasis on
payments for "capacity,'' which reward generators for being available on a round-the-clock basis. That would benefit
nuclear plants, which aim to run at full power 24 hours a day.
The two reactors at Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station in Scriba are generally regarded as less vulnerable than
FitzPatrick and Ginna, because paired reactors can save money by sharing personnel and other costs.
Nine Mile Point's two units employ 1,000 workers and generate up to 1,900 megawatts. Barring other factors, Nine
Mile Point can produce roughly 45 percent more power per employee than FitzPatrick, which has 650 employees and
produces up to 850 megawatts.
NY officials concerned
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In Oswego County, the announcement last month that Vermont Yankee would close sent chills down some spines.
Like FitzPatrick, Vermont Yankee is owned by Entergy. Like FitzPatrick, which opened in 1975, the Vermont plant is an
aging, stand-alone facility operating as a merchant plant. It opened in 1972. It's 25 percent smaller than FitzPatrick
but similar in many other respects.
The FitzPatrick nuclear plant paid $12.3 million in school property taxes
last year to the Mexico district in Oswego County, 51 percent of the
school district's total tax levy and 24 percent of the total budget.
Jim Commentucci | The Post-Standard

Mohl was clear: The only reason Vermont Yankee
will close is because it can't make money.

That prompted both New York state Assemblyman
Will Barclay and state Sen. Patty Ritchie to call Entergy officials for a status update on FitzPatrick. Both said they
have been assured there are no immediate plans to shutter the plant. Instead, Entergy officials say they are planning
to refuel FitzPatrick a year from now.
But refueling is no guarantee of longevity. Vermont Yankee was refueled in April, four months before the company
announced it would close at the end of its fuel cycle, in October 2014.
Barclay and Ritchie said they will fight for any changes that could help the local nuke plants. "The last thing we want
to happen is for those three plants in Oswego to shut their doors,'' Ritchie said.
The three nuclear plants in Scriba account for 30 percent of Oswego County's tax base, County Administrator Phil
Church said. FitzPatrick pays roughly $18 million a year in property taxes. Nine Mile Point makes nearly $24 million a
year in payments in lieu of taxes.
>Big power, little pay
Central New Yorkers consume less than 9 percent of the state's total electricity, but the three nuclear plants in Scriba
produced 14 percent of the electricity generated in New York last year, according to the New York Independent
System Operator. Ginna's output increases that to 17 percent. The four plants produced nearly 24,000 gigawatthours, enough to supply 2.8 million average homes.
Despite that output, the nuclear plants are struggling with record low electric prices. In New York, nuclear facilities
operate as "merchant'' plants selling power in a competitive wholesale market rather than supplying utility
ratepayers at government-regulated rates.
Natural gas costs half what it cost five years ago, thanks to a plentiful supply uncorked by hydrofracking in the
Marcellus Shale, energy analysts say. Because natural gas is used by quick-start, quick-stop generating plants that
respond to short-term price signals, natural gas plants tend to play a dominant role setting wholesale electric prices.
There is also a glut of electricity Upstate, where there are plenty of generating plants but not much economic growth
and limited transmission capacity to lucrative Downstate markets. As a result, payments to generators in Central
New York are extra low. Over the past summer, Central New York wholesale prices were 20 percent to 48 percent
lower than prices on Long Island.
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Entergy Corp., the owner of FitzPatrick nuclear plant, spends about
$350,000 a year on charitable giving in Oswego County, including its
sponsorship of the annual Harborfest fireworks show, according to Bill
Mohl, president Entergy Wholesale Commodities.
Lauren Long | llong@syracuse.com

Myers, of the Nuclear Energy Institute, said the
wholesale market discourages big, long-term
capital investments that nuclear power requires. It
also fails to reward nuclear plants for being on
almost all the time, or for producing no air
emissions, he said.

Five new nuclear reactors are under construction in Georgia, South Carolina and Tennessee, but each is being built in
an area where the owners can recover their costs through regulated utility rates.
In competitive markets, the greatest risk falls on the smallest, oldest, single-unit nuclear plants, like FitzPatrick and
Ginna. The risk intensifies when a plant faces costly improvements.
Like other nuclear plants, FitzPatrick in the next few years must make significant upgrades required by federal
regulators in response to the tsunami-induced nuclear disaster in 2011 at Fukushima, Japan. Mohl estimated the cost
of Fukushima upgrades at roughly $50 million for FitzPatrick.
The facility also is under pressure to replace its condenser tubes, which have leaked 16 times in the past three years,
forcing the reactor to reduce power to make repairs. FitzPatrick had so many unplanned power changes during 2012,
some because of condenser leaks, that it was placed under heightened oversight earlier this year by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
Mohl said Entergy is considering replacing the condenser tubes during the next refueling outage, which is scheduled
for roughly a year from now. No final decision has been made, he said.
Asked how much it would cost, Mohl declined to be specific. "It's a substantial investment,'' he said.
Will politics play a role?
Ginna, a small, stand-alone reactor 60 miles west of Oswego, has yet to face the full force of a competitive market.
When regulated utility Rochester Gas & Electric sold the plant 10 years ago to Constellation Energy Nuclear Group,
the utility contracted to buy 90 percent of the output at what turned out to be an above-market price, $44 per
megawatt-hour. That contract expires in June 2014.
Exelon Corp., the nation's largest nuclear company with 22 reactors, acquired the Ginna and Nine Mile Point nukes
last year when it took over Constellation. In a July 31 conference call with stock analysts, Exelon CEO Christopher
Crane identified Ginna and another nuke plant in Illinois as weak links in the portfolio.
He implied that Ginna's future may depend on state regulatory changes to improve the financial picture for nuclear
plants.
"So, there's nothing on the chopping block right now,'' Crane said. "It is constant work to look at cost. It's constant
work to look at regulatory structure, and if it does not improve we'll be talking more about those facilities.''
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The fragile finances of nuclear power have provided new ammunition to anti-nuclear groups. In March, prior to the
announcement of Vermont Yankee's shutdown, a coalition of four groups petitioned the NRC to suspend Entergy's
license to operate FitzPatrick and Vermont Yankee arguing that the plants produce insufficient revenue to maintain
and operate the reactors safely. Entergy has not yet responded to the petition.
Although economics are at the heart of Upstate nuclear problems, many observers expect politics to play a part in
the resolution. As UBS analysts wrote in January: "Given the substantial tax base and employment supported by
nuclear plants, as well as the material increases in . . . power prices resulting from a retirement, we see real
potential for regulatory and political intervention to save plants, particularly in Illinois and New York.''
Contact Tim Knauss at tknauss@syracuse.com or 315-470-3023 or on Twitter @TimKnauss.
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